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Name some of the pre-conceptions commonly
held about veterans
Understand similarities and differences in
generations of veterans
Understand what types of clinical listening are
effective and which types are counterproductive
Build confidence that a civilian caregiver can
listen effectively to a veteran’s story

Are there any specific questions beyond these goals that anyone in
the room needs addressed?

Who I am and why focus on listening to veterans?
 How the project came to be
 Future goals of the project
 How you can help











Why does Storytelling or Narrative work with
veterans?
The perception among veterans and civilians
that such storytelling must be with other
veterans
The desire among veterans to “protect us” from
their stories
Why different Generations of Veterans have
trouble listening to one another
Why a Clinician may be a good choice to listen
to a veteran









There is no single experience of being a soldier,
of being a sailor, an airman, a Marine, or a
Guardian
Each service member remains an individual,
and reacted to their service as an individual
There are significant differences between
succeeding “generations” of service members
There are significant differences between
wartime combat, wartime support, and
peacetime service member’s experiences

WORLD WAR II








Won their war, and came
home in victory
Had the experience to
“debrief” and transition in
the long boat-ride home
Combat consisted mostly
of large unit actions
Came home to an
economy that helped them
succeed

KOREA








Their war never ended, at
least not officially
Many had intentional time
to transition home
Combat consisted mostly
of large unit actions, but
without much movement
Came home feeling
overshadowed by the
memory of WWII

VIETNAM








Public and historical
perception that they “lost”
their war
Beginning of rapid
transition into civilian life,
without time to process or
debrief
Combat consisted of
smaller unit (company
and platoon level) actions
Came home to a society
that devalued their service

GRENADA / PANAMA







Public notice of these
campaigns as “PoliceActions” and not wars
Rapid transition back to
the civilian world with
little time for debriefing or
processing
Combat consisted of
smaller unit actions
Came home to a society
that barely recognized
their service

BOSNIA / KOSOVO
/SOMALIA









Public perception that
these were not really wars
Rapid transition back to
civilian life
First major use of reserve
forces as operational units
Lack of understanding of
difference between
combat and peacekeeping
Came home to a society
that had “moved on” from
their service

DESERT SHIELD / STORM








Denial of Gulf War
Syndrome
Rapid transition back to
civilian life
Short term nature of
combat as compared to
time of deployment
Battalion level combat
operations
Came home to some sense
of recognition and
accomplishment

IRAQ









Public conflict over the
purpose and support of war
First full example of rapid and
repeated deployment cycles
Major use of reserve
components as operational
forces
Smaller operational units than
ever before (platoon, squad,
team)
IED’s and TBI
Beginnings of an effort to
build transition into coming
home

AFGHANISTAN









Feeling of being a “second
class war” during the Iraq
conflict
Full example of rapid and
repeated deployment cycles
Major use of reserve
components as operational
forces
Smaller operational units
IED’s and Traumatic Brain
Injury
Beginnings of an effort to
build transition into coming
home









Vietnam veterans often feel judged by WWII
veterans
Korea, Bosnia, Panama, Grenada, and Kosovo
veterans often feel “second class” to WWII and
Vietnam Veterans
No one has the previous experience of multiple
deployments, making understanding the
situation of Iraq / Afghanistan Veterans
Difficult
Desert Storm and Vietnam veterans feeling
betrayed by political leadership












All but 2% are psychologically affected by service
in combat, but not necessarily debilitated
Much of what the public perceives as “PTSD” are
normal combat stress reactions
The most powerful interventional tool with a
veteran is to normalize their experience
If their reactions are significantly interfering with
their lives, encourage them to seek help
Avoid Amateur Diagnosis!
Listen for how they have coped with their combat
stress









There are many different psychological reactions
to combat
PTSD has been made into a media phenomenon
Most common reaction is difficulty adjusting from
the military mindset to a civilian mindset
Recent wars have seen increase in Traumatic Brain
Injury
If a service member’s ability to adapt to life has
been significantly debilitated, encourage them to
seek qualified help
For all combat stress reactions, telling veteran’s
stories to someone who can listen well helps










Do not go “hunting” for veterans to listen to
Check to see if your motivation is caring or
voyeurism
Just making the offer to listen to a veteran can
be healing
Be prepared to stick with it… it is more
damaging to not really listen than to have
never made the offer to listen at all
Many veterans are more comfortable talking to
clinicians than to their own family



I understand veterans because:
I served in the military myself
 I listened to my grandfather talk about war
 I love war movies
 I’ve read history books






Listening to Veterans requires us to examine
and let-go of as many pre-conceptions as
possible
We live in a society that is surrounded by the
image of war, but sanitized. It gives us a
naturally skewed perception



All WWII veterans are stoic




All Vietnam veterans are “messed up”




So they find the “messed up” places within them and
focus on them

All Iraq veterans have PTSD




So they try to be, whether they are or not

So they look for ways to understand normal combat
stress reactions as PTSD, and downplay their ability to
cope

All veterans are heroes


Probably the most damaging of all. What if my service
was not very heroic?











Everyone tells veterans the meaning of their
service, including media, politicians, family,
friends
Claiming your own meaning is a powerful step to
integrating your military experience
Efforts at re-framing the experiences of veterans
are often counter-productive, and can create a loss
of trust
Try to be with the meanings the veteran creates,
even if you don’t agree
If you believe the meanings they create are
harmful, then guide them to trained counselors



Many veterans have experienced a loss of trust
as a part of their military service







Shrinkage of the moral horizon

Veterans tend to have long memories
To have made the offer to listen and then not
being able to keep that commitment is more
damaging than not listening
Knowing someone will really listen to a
veteran is healing in itself










The veteran will choose what they can share
No happy story comes without the memories of
stories that are frightening, disturbing, or scary.
Even what is not being shared, the veteran is
processing internally
Just being able to talk about the good experiences
helps in finding positive meaning from one’s
military experience
It is healing to realize that one’s military service is
not completely defined by the traumatic
experiences











When asking questions, carefully monitor any
meaning you may be trying to impart
Show active listening by asking “Who, What,
When, and Where questions
Avoid “How and Why” questions, as these can
seem threatening to someone trained in a military
environment
Chances are the veteran will answer the How’s
and the Why’s, but on their own terms
By sticking to the “facts”, it allows the veteran to
connect to internal processing of their military
experience in a non-threatening way






Many veterans have been taught, by military training
and by society that emotions equate to weakness
Exploring the stories and memories of military service
may connect with suppressed emotions
It is important to normalize these emotional reactions,
no matter what they are
Military training creates intentional emotional
substitution patterns






Anger is substituted for fear
Power is substituted for anger
Anger is substituted for sadness

The most non-threatening way to normalize a veteran’s
emotions are to bear witness to them, and to model
your own emotional wholeness







Veterans have an experience of humanity hard
to find anywhere else
Their stories challenge many common
perceptions of the world
You will carry some of “their pack” with you
forever.



More conversational listening styles seek to
integrate two sets of experience








This lessens the impact for the veteran of exploring their
story

More traditional Active Listening can be
threatening to someone trained to military
discipline and authority
Therapeutic/Counseling listening styles connect to
many military pre-conceptions about “being
crazy”
Efforts at re-framing by someone who “was not
there” is disempowering to veterans







Normalize that talking
about your military
experience is useful
Affirm the uniqueness
of each veteran’s
experience
Understand that all
combat has
psychological effects,
and many can cope
with these effects in
their lives







Make the offer to listen,
and let the veteran
decide if they can talk to
you
Be aware of the
societally ingrained preconceptions we all carry
about the military, and
try to let them go
Avoid re-framing, and
allow the veteran to
make their own
meaning







Have patience and
commitment once you’ve
offered to listen to a
veteran
Realize that no matter
what stories are being
told, the whole if the
experience is being
processed
Stick to clarifying and
fact-based questions
(Who, What, When,
Where) and avoid
meaning questions (How,
Why)







Normalize emotions, and
accept whatever emotions
might come
Be aware of how you will
change in listening to the
veteran, but keep this
meaning-making to
yourself unless invited by
the veteran to share it
Be prepared to refer the
veteran to the services of
someone more qualified
than you, and be careful
how you suggest such
services







Do not diagnose the
veteran unless you are
specifically qualified to
do so
Avoid suggesting
meaning to the veteran
unless requested to do
so
Do not challenge the
veteran’s own meaning
making when you
disagree with it, unless
specifically invited to
do so











If the veteran is showing signs of suicidal
ideation
If the veteran’s experiences are significantly
impacting their ability to live their life
If the veteran is physically or mentally abusing
those around them
If the veteran has experienced sexual-trauma as
a part of their military service and has never
received treatment
If the veteran is on the verge of becoming
homeless, or is already homeless

